System consultants in the field
are happy to advise you on-site

Experienced service technicians
can perform the entire installation
upon request

Your Project
in Good Hands
With a vacuum handling system from Schmalz, you’re choosing
more than just a product. We help you find a solution that
allows you to work more quickly, more ergonomically, and more
efficiently. Our expertise in designing and constructing systems
is a result of our years of experience and the comprehensive
knowledge of our employees.
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Decide
By Deciding on Schmalz, You’re Choosing …

Maximum Safety and Reliability
Safety for the operator and process reliability are our main
priorities when developing handling systems. All Schmalz
products meet or surpass the currently applicable European
and international safety standards:
• Consistent observation of safety factors and compliance
with safety regulations
• Safe operation with warning and protective systems
• Deliberated operating concept to prevent errors during
operation
• High-quality products that are “Made in Germany”
• Comprehensive service package
Annual UVV inspection by Schmalz service technicians

Increased Productivity
Vacuum handling systems from Schmalz make your
working processes not only more ergonomic, but also
more productive:
• Handling speeds at a consistently high level
• Reduced work-related strain increases employee
motivation
• Unproductive downtimes, such as during machine
loading, are reduced
• Gentle handling minimizes waste

Age range

Physically Reasonable Loads
Occasional lifting and

More frequent lifting and

carrying

carrying

(no more than 1x per hour)

(more than 2x per hour)

Women

Men

Women

Men

15 – 18 years old

15 kg

35 kg

10 kg

20 kg

19 – 45 years old

15 kg

55 kg

10 kg

30 kg

> 45 years old

15 kg

45 kg

10 kg

25 kg

Recommendation by the German Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs
for implementing the European Directive 90/269/EWG

Handling with the vacuum tube lifter
Manual handling

Handling speeds

Working Ergonomically
Musculoskeletal disorders are the most often-cited reason
for absence and sick leave from work. One cause of these
disorders is lifting and carrying loads during the workday.
Even when handling lighter loads, employees often move
several tons per shift. For this reason, experts recommend
using lifting aids for lifting and carrying even lighter loads.
Vacuum handling systems from Schmalz are the perfect
tools for lifting and carrying both light and heavy loads.
The ergonomic working posture when using these tools is
gentle on the spine and the muscles of the back, minimizing
the risk of absences due to employee injuries.

Duration of handling per shift
Comparison of handling speeds between handling with the vacuum
tube lifter and manual handling

WWW.SCHMALZ.COM
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Select
Jumbo or VacuMaster?
You can select which handling system is the ideal solution for your application based on the following characteristics.

YOUR APPLICATION

Max. lift capacity
Workpiece

300 kg

2,000 kg

Mainly porous and permeable

Mainly smooth and airtight

e.g. cardboard boxes, bags and wooden boards

e.g. metal plates and glass sheets

Workpiece format

Max. 4,000 mm x 2,000 mm

Max. 8,000 mm x 2,000 mm

Type of handling

Horizontal

Horizontal

90° swiveling

90°

90°

MAX. 300 KG

Lifting cycles per hour

MAX. 120 KG

up to ~ 500 picks / h

90° swiveling

MAX. 2000 KG

MAX. 1000 KG

180° turning
180°

MAX. 500 KG

up to ~ 100 picks / h

PRODUCT RECOMMENDATION

Application

Vacuum tube lifter Jumbo

Vacuum lifting device VacuMaster

Move goods weighing up to 300 kg quickly and

Move heavy loads weighing up to 2,000 kg ergonomically

frequently

and securely

Functions

Vacuum-generated holding force and lifting force

Vacuum-generated holding force, lifting force generated

Product information

Page 12

by chain hoist
Page 26

Your Schmalz system consultant would be happy to help you select the right system to fit your requirements. Contact us
and benefit from our expertise and years of experience in the field of vacuum handling technology:
WWW.SCHMALZ.COM/SALESNETWORK
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Design and Function
VACUUM TUBE LIFTER JUMBO
The vacuum tube lifter Jumbo consists of a vacuum generator, a lifting unit, an operating unit and vacuum gripper.
The Jumbo only uses vacuum to raise and lower loads.
Picking up and Lifting the Load
• The vacuum generator (pump, blower or ejector)
generates a vacuum in the system by continually
evacuating air.
• The difference between the negative pressure and
the ambient pressure draws the workpiece to the
vacuum gripper. This is generally called “picking up”
the workpiece.
• Once the workpiece has been picked up, the flow rate
causes the lift tube to contract. The workpiece is then
lifted.
Lowering and Releasing the Load
• Operating the control element feeds atmospheric air
into the system (“venting”). The vacuum is reduced.
• This causes the lift tube to expand and the load is lowered.
The lifting height can be precisely controlled by controlling
the amount of atmospheric air that is fed into the system.
To release the load, the vacuum is completely eliminated
through maximum venting via the operator handle.

Picking up and

Lowering and

lifting the load

releasing the load

VACUUM LIFTING DEVICE VACUMASTER
The vacuum lifting device VacuMaster consists of a vacuum generator, load beam with vacuum reservoir and vacuum
distributor, an operator handle and suction plates. The vacuum holds the workpiece and a chain hoist is used to lift the
workpiece.
Picking up and Lifting the Load
• The vacuum generator (pump or ejector) generates a
vacuum first in the vacuum reservoir and then in the
vacuum distributor by evacuating the air.
• The difference between the negative pressure and the
ambient pressure draws the workpiece to the suction
plates when the device is placed onto the workpiece.
This is generally called “picking up” the workpiece.
Lowering and Releasing the Load
• The lifting device with the load that has been picked up
is moved up and down by controlling the chain hoist.
• To release the load, the vacuum in the distributor is
eliminated through atmospheric venting (activating the
valve). The vacuum reservoir remains filled for the next
lifting process.
Picking up and

Lowering and

lifting the load

releasing the load

WWW.SCHMALZ.COM
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Design
Important Information for Designing Your System
When designing the perfect handling solution, there are a large number of deciding factors at play. Using the following
questions, you can prepare yourself for the design discussion with your Schmalz system consultant.

1. WORKPIECE

B min / max

What are the dimensions of your workpiece [mm]?
Minimum
Maximum
How thick is the workpiece [mm]?
Minimum
Maximum

L min / max

How much does the workpiece weigh [kg]?
Minimum
Maximum
What is the workpiece material and what are the properties
of this material (surface, porosity, etc.)?
Material
Airtight
Smooth
Porous
Rough / textured
Are there sample workpieces available at the location?
Yes
No
With no airtight workpieces we recommend the implementation
of lifting tests.

2. HANDLING TASK
90°

90°

180°

What is the workpiece’s starting position?
Horizontal
Vertical
90°

How will the workpiece be handled?
Placed horizontally
Swiveled by 90°
Placed vertically
Rotated by 90°
Turned by 180°
What are the minimum and maximum stack heights [mm]?
Consider e.g. building columns in production areas, roof girders or cable bridges
Minimum
Maximum
How frequently must workpieces be lifted?
Picks per hour  
48
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3. POWER SUPPLY

0

1

2

3

What kind of power supply is available?
Line voltage (V/Hz)  
Compressed air (bar)
Standard line voltage for devices with a vacuum blower or vacuum pump:
400 V 50 Hz (other voltage or frequency ranges available on request). Optimal
input pressure (flow pressure) for devices with a vacuum ejector: 5.5 to 6 bar.

4. WORKING AREA
How large is the working area that needs to be covered [mm]?
L x B  
   or radius  
How high are the ceilings [mm]?

What obstacles need to be taken into account?
e.g. building columns in production areas, roof girders, pipes, light fixtures or
cable bridges

Which crane system or which kind of mounting might be used?
Crane system
Ceiling mounting
Portal mounting

Jib crane
Floor mounting (column)
Wall mounting

Required concrete quality for anchoring a crane: at least B25 or C25/235
Required concrete thickness: at least 200 mm for edge distance at least 100 mm
Required concrete thickness: at least 130 mm for edge distance at least 200 mm

5. ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
What are the additional environmental requirements?
Special environmental requirements necessitate special product solutions,
for example:
Extreme temperatures (heat, deep freeze sector)
Particularly high humidity
Clean room conditions
Heavy contamination
Avoidance of marks
Explosion protection zone
Additional:

WWW.SCHMALZ.COM
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Service
Individually Tailored Service
At Schmalz, we strive to be your single go to source for all your vacuum lifting needs from start to finish. That’s why, alongside
optimized product solutions, we also offer you a comprehensive range of services. Our system consultants offer quality advice
regarding all your vacuum system needs, from planning and design to installation and start of operation, and much more.

On-Site Consultation

Test Center

Assembly and Start of Operations

We support you every step of the way
when designing a solution for your
handling tasks. Our system consultants
in the field are happy to advise you
on-site. We would also be happy to
provide you with a demonstration of
our products at your location.

Every workpiece is different. In order
to err on the side of caution when
designing systems, we also perform
lifting tests with your sample workpieces upon request.

Our experienced service technicians
can perform the entire installation
upon request, including setup of the
electrical connection by a qualified
electrical specialist.

Safety Inspection

Operation

Warranty

Before the initial start of operations,
we recommend performing a safety
inspection in accordance with standard
accident prevention regulations. We
would be happy to advise you on this
topic.

We would be glad to provide training
for you and your employees on
location so that you can operate your
handling system optimally. During
ongoing operation, we promise to
quickly and reliably provide you with
replacement and wearing parts.

When you choose Schmalz products,
you’re putting your trust in quality
that’s “Made in Germany”. We offer
a warranty for our handling systems.
If necessary, our service personnel
can be on-location quickly anywhere
in the world to provide efficient,
straightforward assistance.
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Contact
Own Subsidiaries and Trade Partners in More Than 80 Countries
Our sales network of local field representatives, international subsidiaries and trade partners ensures quick
and competent information and advice.

AUSTRALIA
Schmalz Australia Pty. Ltd.
25 Turbo Drive
Bayswater North VIC 3153

INDIA
T: +61 3 9215 8800
F: +61 3 9720 7879
schmalz@schmalz.com.au

CANADA
Schmalz Vacuum Technology Ltd.
14-2900 Argentia Road
T: +1 905 569 9520
ON L5N 7X9 Mississauga
F: +1 905 569 8256
Ontario
schmalz@schmalz.ca

Schmalz India Pvt. Ltd.
EL – 38 ‘J’ Block MIDC
Bhosari
411026 Pune

T: +91 20 4072 5500
F: +91 20 4072 5588
schmalz@schmalz.co.in

UNITED STATES
Schmalz Inc.
5850 Oak Forest Drive
Raleigh, NC 27616

T: +1 919 713 0880
F: +1 919 713 0883
schmalz@schmalz.us

WORLDWIDE
Headquarters in Germany
J. Schmalz GmbH
Johannes-Schmalz-Str.1
72293 Glatten

T: +49 7443 2403-0
F: +49 7443 2403-259
schmalz@schmalz.de

You can find contact information for
our trade partners in 80 countries at
WWW.SCHMALZ.COM/SALESNETWORK

Collaborative Rope Balancer SRBC
Intuitive. Safe. Collaborative.
• The Collaborative Rope Balancer SRBC combines efficient
commissioning with delicate placing of workpieces
• Assistance of the operator with increasing complexity
through changing workpieces, weights, pick-up and drop-off
locations
• Motorized support for the operator›s movements in all three
spatial dimensions
• Motorized acceleration and braking for accurate positioning
• Increases work safety through intelligent functions
• Operates quietly and energy efficiently

Collaborative rope balancer SRBC

WWW.SCHMALZ.COM/SRBC
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At your service worldwide
NORTH AMERICA

EUROPE
Switzerland – Nürensdorf
Benelux – Hengelo

Canada – Mississauga
United States – Raleigh

Germany – Glatten

Finland – Vantaa
Russia – Moscow

South Korea – Anyang

Poland – Poznan
Turkey – Istanbul

Spain – Erandio
France – Champs-sur-Marne

Mexico – Querétaro

Japan – Yokohama
China – Shanghai

Italy – Novara

ASIA

India – Pune

SOUTH AMERICA

AFRICA

AUSTRALIA

Australia – Melbourne

Headquarters
Schmalz Germany – Glatten

Sales and Production Companies
Schmalz Australia – Melbourne
Schmalz China – Shanghai
Schmalz India – Pune

Sales Partners

Subsidiaries
Schmalz
Schmalz
Schmalz
Schmalz
Schmalz
Schmalz

Benelux – Hengelo (NL)
Canada – Mississauga
Finland – Vantaa
France – Champs-sur-Marne
Italy – Novara
Mexico – Querétaro

Schmalz Japan – Yokohama
Schmalz United States – Raleigh (NC)

Schmalz
Schmalz
Schmalz
Schmalz
Schmalz
Schmalz

Poland – Suchy Las (Poznan)
Russia – Moscow
Spain – Erandio (Vizcaya)
South Korea – Anyang
Switzerland – Nürensdorf
Turkey – Istanbul

You can find the Schmalz sales partner in
your country at:
WWW.SCHMALZ.COM/SALESNETWORK

Vacuum Automation

Handling Systems

WWW.SCHMALZ.COM/AUTOMATION

WWW.SCHMALZ.COM/HANDLING-SYSTEMS

J. Schmalz GmbH
Johannes-Schmalz-Str. 1
72293 Glatten, Germany
T: +49 7443 2403-0
schmalz@schmalz.de
WWW.SCHMALZ.COM

